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Friendships
This past month I had a bit of a health scare. Leaving the
doctor's office with the first flush of uncomfortable news, I
though of how much I did not want to be alone. I knew I would
reach out to share my bumpy news with someone who would
understand how I was feeling. In the midst of thinking of the
importance of connecting, I felt fortunate to have friends. My
entire life, I have had the good fortune of being surrounded by
people who care about me. Okay…the fact that I’m their
hairdresser has certainly added to my value in our
relationship. Nevertheless, I thought of the significance of
friendships.
Nothing can be accomplished without others. A business needs clients to keep the
company active and profitable. Churches, hospitals, airports and grocery stores, including
the internet and entertainment industry depend on others for their continued existence.

Similarly, our personal lives depend on people, to not only embrace us in tough times but
to join us in celebrating our joys and triumphs. Whether forming a business relationship
or a personal friendship, connections require trust and consideration. In every moment,
whether we are purchasing an item, undergoing medical treatments, working in an office,
running a business, managing a family, or falling in love we need each other to flourish. As
author John Donne writes; ‘ no man is an island .’ We are indeed intrinsically connected
from the beginning of our birth until we take our last breath.
The sooner we understand the value of relationships and friendships, the more rapidly we
will begin to truly enjoy our lives, not only physically and emotionally, but in the highest
expression of our spiritual lives. I believe every relationship, whether pleasurable or
painful has been divinely assigned to us in order to grow us and teach us who we were
born to be particularly if the relationship helps us confirm what we do not want in our
lives. In business at times it will be necessary to release a client. Likewise in our personal
lives, letting go of a relationship conflicting with our well-being may be a healthy choice
for us to make. High-quality, trusting and supportive relationships take time and effort to
cultivate. Although a business relationship and a personal friend appear to be miles apart,
we are still building connections and fine tuning our most intimate preferences. As I’ve
heard it said, ‘how we do one thing, we do everything.’
Recently my friend Victoria Trafton, a referral strategist, whose specialty is business
relationship development sent a piece in one of her weekly "pearls of wisdom" articles.
Although the article deals with the business aspect of cultivating relationships, I couldn’t
help but apply its message to cultivating our personal friendships as well. Although this is
a list of what not to do, its opposite suggestion of what to do is meaningful:
Beware the 7 Deadly Sins of Networking:
Gossip – let people tell their own story, it is not yours to tell.
Exaggeration – the truth is good enough and it is sustainable.
Negativity – successful people are attracted to positive people.
Disparaging others - won't make you look better.
Trying to prove you are right or smart - makes you look arrogant.
Criticism – it is easy to find fault; people want you to see the best in them.
Fake it until you make it - take off the mask. Authenticity is at the heart of trust.
The word "friendship" kept coming up during the week waiting for a diagnosis. It appeared
in my daily readings by Mark Nepo in his book, The book of awakening ; “Honest friends
are doorways to our souls, and loving friends are the grasses that soften the world. It is no
mistake that the German root of the word friendship means “place of high safety.” I
appreciate his words and felt the awareness that “loving friends are the grasses that soften
the world” and often I do feel in my friendships a “place of high safety.”
Once again in Mary Pipher’s book, Women Rowing North, Navigating Life’s
Currents and Flourishing as We Age , I read, “Friendship is really not a noun but a verb.
Relationships of any kind require attention, energy, and time. If they are not nourished,
they lose their value. When we are with our friends, we are always ‘friendshiping.’ That is,
we are listening, sharing our own experiences, laughing, comforting each other, and
enjoying the present moment.”
Today and everyday, I am committed to paying attention to my friends, especially
those who soften my world and provide a place of high safety and I shall keep Victoria’s
list as a guide post for being a better friend.
I am indeed grateful for friends, prayers and for receiving a clean bill of health. Here’s to
our friendship!

With love,
Hilda
pluma-az.com

PLUMA BOOK CLUB RECOMMENDATION
Women Rowing North: Navigating Life’s
Currents and Flourishing As We Age
Author: Mary Pipher

Products of the Month
Retain & Thermal Defense
Snip Tip : Stay open and use the newest products. It’s amazing how
Eufora continues to develop the newest and best styling products,
without compromising the health and integrity of the hair, yet
giving added shine, body and protection. Consider having a blow
dry style at Pluma, using all the products to your heart's content
before purchasing. Give us a call.

Hilda demonstrates
Retain & Thermal
Defense Prep

EUFORA Retain
& Thermal Defense Prep

Quote of the Month :
"Women friends help us define who we are."

SAVE THE DATE!!
October 26, 2019 - 50 th Anniversary Celebration
at Pluma Designs
Hilda celebrates 50 years as a hairstylist!

Pluma Designs
Highlight of the Month - Terri Edwards
Terri is a Master Stylist and Colorist at Pluma
Designs. We thought you would enjoy learning
about one of her passions. . . running! We recently

took a break and asked Terri a few questions:
When did you start running and why?
I started running when I was 35. Initially I began with
power walking. When I decided to get more miles in to a
shorter period of time, I started running. I also use
running as my way of meditating, clearing my head, and
staying healthy. Originally I ran every day but my legs were
always tired. Now I run every other day and take a rest day
in between. There are days when it's hard to get myself going but the rewards I
feel when I am finished keeps me running.
We know you love earning the medals. In the past year how many
have you earned and from what races? Do you have a favorite
medal?
This year, I’ve run a few 5K’s that don’t award medals; they were strictly for
fun. In the past year, I have run about a dozen races. My favorite race and the
one I am most proud of is the February A Disney World Challenge , where I
ran a 5K, 10K and half marathon in 3 days. It was a bucket list item and Disney
gives the best Medals. Considering I am 54 years old, I am very proud that I
was able to complete all 3 races in one weekend.
What advice would you give someone just starting to run?
I would tell them to just start by running from one driveway to the next, if
that’s all they can do, and then walk. Then another driveway to the next, and
the next time they go out, run to the second driveway and so on. It takes time
to build up distance and endurance. Don’t get discouraged because time on
your feet is important. Also sign up for a 5K a few months down the road and
give yourself a goal to work toward. Remember to fuel your body with good
food; it will help a lot when you start building up the miles.
Have questions for Terri or want to book an appointment? You can reach her at
480-492-6494

Needing a Referral?
We have a collection of outstanding professionals in a variety of businesses and services,
and we take pride in our referrals- from window washers to podiatrist to outstanding Real
Estate Agents specializing in their area of our city. Do not hesitate to ask us for a referral.

Visit our website
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